
HOW TO WRITE A NON ATTENDANCE LETTER

A letter of non-attendance is furnished when a student has never taken courses at STLCC and has made a request,
in-writing, for this letter to be sent.

Resetting Letters These columns sort first by student name. The written reprimand is an acknowledgment that
the counseling is not working. A letter of non-attendance is furnished when a student has never taken courses
at STLCC and has made a request, in-writing, for this letter to be sent. This field can be assigned to all persons
in Campus, as well. The written reprimand ensures that the employee is clearly informed of the expected
performance that they are not producing. Preview Attendance Letters Click the Preview button to review the
letters prior to printing them. Each subsequent station must receive the product from the prior station. Print
and Preview Attendance Letters All students who meet the attendance letter criteria, whether currently active
students or have ended enrollment since the last time the attendance letter was printed, are included in the
letter. Indicate where the letter should be Organized to. It is with regret that I am writing to you regarding your
absence record at to attend meetings and have not sent your apologies for absence since day, month, year. To
add more attendance codes, click the Attendance Code button. If a user determines the student should not
receive the letter after letters print, resetting that student's record DOES NOT remove the contact log entry; it
will need to be manually removed. Usually, prior to issuing a written reprimand, the employee has received
counseling on several occasions from the supervisor. This written reprimand corrects the behavior of a tardy
employee. A school can create an Attendance letter in however many languages are needed, but it must first be
entered in English. Attendance Letters - New Button Expand the links below for more information on the
creating attendance letters for each Letter Type. More information on using the Campus Fields and Campus
Sub-reports can be found here. This is considered the default preferred language, and is the assumed language
when an individual does not have a Preferred Language assigned. If Yes, a Contact Log record is
automatically created and saved for the student; if No, no contact log item is saved. City, State, Zip Dear
Martha, We met with you today to have one final discussion about the difficulty that you have demonstrated in
getting to work on time. See the Attendance Letters. If a teacher is selected, the list of sections displayed will
include those for which the selected teacher is the primary teacher. Attendance Letter PLP Contact Log
Record Manage Attendance Letters After letters have printed, the list of students for whom a letter printed
now display in gray text, indicating the letter was printed. Letters in English and letters in non-English
generate in the same collection of letters. To insert a data element from Campus such as guardian name or
other data to complete a mail merge, select the Campus Field icon at the top right of the editor. Verify the
correct School and Calendar is selected in the Campus toolbar. Infinite Campus does not provide translation
services. Try adding additional returns between lines. A criteria entry screen appears. Click the Save Options
button to save the letter. The written reprimand provides documentation for the employer.


